Maths

English

Spelling

Reading / Writing

Monday

Spelling Rules:

Turns and Angles
Complete the worksheet included in
your pack.

Writing

The ‘ee’ sound spelt with an ‘i.’

Diary writing my Jungle diary

merriment

Remember you can watch the video of

happiness

the lesson on Google Classrooms.

plentiful
penniless

Right Angles in Shapes
Tuesday

Complete the worksheet included in

Writing

your pack.

Introduction to our WAGOLL and

Remember you can watch the video of

analysis of the text

happily
prettiest
nastiness
beautiful

the lesson on Google Classrooms.

pitiful

Compare Angles
Wednesday

Complete the worksheet included in

Writing

your pack.

Story map and create actions for the

Remember you can watch the video of

WAGOLL.

the lesson on Google Classrooms.

● Jumbling the letters

Complete the worksheet included in

Reading

your pack.

Chapter 1 - Flight

Remember you can watch the video of

Retrieval Questions

the lesson on Google Classrooms.

Friday

You could practice by:
● Using Spelling shed

Identify Angles
Thursday

silliness

● Creating a song/rap using the
words
● Draw pictures to represent the
words.
● Use a spelling triangle
●

Compare and Order Angles
Complete the worksheet included in

Reading

your pack.

Chapter 1 - flight

Remember you can watch the video of

Retrieval questions

Write funny sentences

the lesson on Google Classrooms.
You can also practice your times tables on TT rockstars, how quick can you be?
Also you can use MyOn to jump into a fantastic new book. Don’t forget about your video call on Google Classroom, and the
videos of the book chapters.

Monday – Art
This half term we will be looking into another artist from Yorkshire.
Geraldine Thompson. Geraldine is an artist whose works include portraits, landscapes and still life paintings. She
often takes inspiration from her surroundings of Wharfdale, creating landscape painting through mark making.
Using the picture above we would like you to compare two of Geraldine Thompson’s paintings finding similarities
and differences between them.
Please find a sheet to help you complete this work in your work pack.
Science – Tuesday

Wednesday – Geography

This week we will look into the process of

To locate the Amazon Rainforest, the UK and the

photosynthesis and the importance of each part of a

equator

plant.

comparisons between the UK and the Amazon

We would like you to label the parts of the plant

Rainforest using information they have learnt and

and then write a sentence to describe the job of the

aerial views.

part in the process of photosynthesis.

Draw to a conclusion and answer the question,

To help you, you can watch a video from BBC

where would you prefer to live? The amazon

Bitesize: What is a Plant?
Please find a sheet to help you complete this work

on a blank map of the world and draw

Rainforest or the UK?

Home Learning

Please find a sheet to help you complete this work
in your work pack.

Week Beginning
22nd February

in your

work pack.
Thursday – Assembly

Each week, one of your teachers will record an
assembly and put it onto your Google Classroom.
Watch the assembly and complete the follow up task
given at the end.
Google Classroom can be downloaded as an App
on Smart phones, Xbox and PlayStation.

Friday
Remember when you
are taking breaks you
can use CBBC and
BBC I-Player to watch
different lessons
delivered by celebrities.

On Friday afternoon, celebrate what you have done
in the week. Also check Google Classrooms for our
Always Assembly.
Can you share some of your amazing learning on
our school Facebook or Twitter page?
You can upload your work to Google Classrooms
or email your work to us:
year.4@grovehouseprimary.co.uk

